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SECTION VI 
FLIGHT OPERATION PROCEDURES 
6. 1 NORMAL AND BACKUP PROCEDURES 
For normal procedures, refer to Guidance System Operation Plan for 
Manned CM Earth Orbital Mission Using Program Sundisk, Section 4 GNCS 
Operational l'/Iode (GSOP) and/ or Block II CSM Flight Crew Abbreviated 
Checklist. 
The primary backup for ISS and Cl\/IC failures is to switch to SCS con-
trol. SCS procedures are contained in the Crew Abbreviated Checklist. 
Backup use of the COAS for an OSS failure is found in programs P53 and • 
P54 in the GSOP. Some programs and routines (e.g., P47, R62) may be 
used for backup proc"?.du-i::·es in some insta nces. Some very short backup · 
procedures a re containe d in the normal procedu-r e-s in the GSOP; e.g., 
manual backup of li.ft- off discrete and manual backup of thrust off. The 
extended verb procedures _in the GSOP can be considered as backup pro-
cedures. Backup procedures ·which do not appear in other documents are 
contained in this section. 
6. 1. 1 CIVIC Self Check 
The CMC self check consists of four tests which may be commanded 
individua lly or together. The l atter is recommended for in flight use. 
The first test is a check of control pulses . It consists of two parts. 
Part ' 1a" checks the cm,.trol pulses for noi:rnal basic instructions. Part ' 1b" 




2 checks special and central processor registers. Test 3 checks the 
CMC ability to properly address and read into and out of each bit in e;rasable 
memory. Test 4 adds all the cells of each bank of fixed memory and com-
. pares the sum to the bank number. They must be the same to pass the test. 
During performance of CMC self check it is recommended that certain 
erasable addresses be monitored. These include the following: 
136 3 (ALMCADR) - One greater than the address which contains 
the instruction to go to the ERRORS routine. 
It is loaded only when an error is detected. 
1365 (ERCOUNT) - Number of errors since last time address was 
zeroed by self check or fresh start. 
1366 (SCOUNT) - Number of times one of the four tests of self 
check was begun since last time address was 
zeroed. 
1367 (SCOUNT + 1) - Number of times erasable memory was success-
fully tested in self check since last time address 
was zeroed. 
The following procedure is recommended for in flight performance of 
self check: 
1. Command P00: 
Key: V3 7E 00E 
2. Zero ERCOUNT, SCOUNT, and SCOUNT + 1: 





3. Start monitor of ERCOUNT, SCOUNT, and SCOUNT + 1: 
Key: V15 N0lE 
1365E 
4. Command self check: 
Ke y: V21 N2 7E 
l0E 
KE Y REL 
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_; 
.. S. Monitor register R2 (SCOUNT): 
Normal indication: 00001 for 35 to 45 milliseconds 
00002 for about 2 0 seconds 
00003 for about 7 seconds 
00004 for about 43 seconds 
00005 or greater (successful self check., 
go to step 7) 
Abnormal indication: FROG light comes on. 
6. Record results: 
R2 stops before 00005. 
(Go to step 6) 
Record Rl (ERCOUNT)., R2 (SCOUNT), and R3 (SCOUNT + 1) 
Key: V05 N09E 
Verify alarm code 01102 
Key: V05 NOBE 
Record Rl (ALM.CADR) 
7. Terminate self check: 
Key: V21 N27E 
OE 
If FROG light is on, key RSET. 









Action to take 
Transmit ALMCADR t o 
MSFN. 
Transmit ALMCADR t o 
MSFN. 
Terminate use of CMC. 
1. Key: V0l N 0 lE 
1374E 
2. Record Rl (SKEEP 4) 
3 . Key: ENTR 
1377E 
4 . Record Rl (SKEEP 7) 
5. Transmit ALMCADR, 
SKEEP 4, and SKEEP 7 
to ·MSFN 
6. Terminate use of CMC 
Probable trouble 
CMC control problem ~ 
CMC _suspect. 
Special register or central 
problem. CMC not useable . 
Erasable memory problem. 
Don' t use CMC. · 
l 000 04 
i 
Perform SHOW BANKSUM Fixed memory trouble . 
not useable . 
CMC 
(para. 6 . 1. 2) . 
Transmit bank number of 
_ j_ f~-~led bank _to MSF~-- - --- ···---···--·-·--
6 . 1. 2 Fixed Memory Check (SHOW BANKSUM): 
SHOW BANKSUM is a CMC routine which che cks all the c e lls in eac h 
fixed memory bank. The test adds all the cells for each bank and displays 
the sum in R2 . These values must be equal for a successful test . If they 
are not, the bank has an error in it . 
Perform SHOW BANKSUM as follows : 
1. Command P 0 0: 
Key: V3 7E 00E 
2. Check first bank: 
Key: V91E 
Monitor: Flashing V05 NOl 
R l - Sum of c e lls in bank 
R2 - Bank number 
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3. If Rl and R2 are the same, check next bank: 
Key: PRO 
4. Repeat s teps2 and 3 for each succeeding bank until the last 
bank (43) h a s been checked. 
5. If Rl and R2 differ for any bank, record b a nk number and trans-
mit to MSFN. Terminate use of CMC after completion of test, 
until further notice by MSFN. 
6. To terminate SHOW BANKSUM: 
Key: V34E 
6. 1. 3 CMC Input-Output Channe l . Check 
To determine the state of discre tes to or from the CMC, the input and 
output cha nnels c an be checked. This is done as follows: 
1. Key: V0l Nl0E 
2. Key: XX E, where XX is the number of the channel desired. 
3. Monitor R 1, which conta ins the 15 binary bits of the channel in octal. 
To determine the state of each bit, the octal number in the register 
must be converted to binary. This needn't be done for the entire register, 
but only for the octal digit that contains the bit in question. Bits 1, 2, and 
3 of the channe l word appear in digit position 1 (f r om the right) of Rl; bits 
4, 5, and 6 ... in digit position 2, bits 7, 8, and 9 ... position 3; bits 10, 11, 
and 12 ... position 4; a nd bits 13, 14, and 15 ... position 5. The following 
is an octal to binary conve rsion list: 











Table 6-1 contains the bit assignment for the output channels and Table 
6-2 for the input channels. The fourth column from the right gives the 
octal digit of Rl which contains the bit in column two. The last column con-
tains those octal numbers which indicate that the bit is active . It should 
b e n ote d t ha t t c outp1.1.t c !1J..r..ncls use p o:J itivc logic; i. c., ~n a ctive bit 
is a one and an inactive bit is a zero. The input channels use negative 
logic; i.e., an active bit is a zero and an inactive bit is a one. 
6 . 1. 4 Erasable Memory Verification and Update 
The contents of any erasable memory address may be checked. This 
is useful in determining the condition of flags or the value of pertinent param -
eters. 
Any address may be checked as follows : 
1. Key: VOl NOlE 
XXXXE, where XXXX is address desired 
2. Monitor Rl for contents of address . 
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T a ble 6-1. C M C Output Cha nne ls Bit Assignment (sheet 1 of 3) 
-· .. -- --·---·---·····--·-··· --·-----•~·------·-- --· -------
' Numerals 
DSKY with which 
Channel Bit Description Digit Bit is 
Position Present 
_... _____ -· ---·-· - --- ---· 
5 Cha nnel 5 contains pitch and yaw RCS 
jet comma nds as follows: _ 
1 S/M Eng. 1 (+0, +X) 1 1, 5 
C/ M Eng. 1 (+0, -X, -1/J) 1, 3, 5, 7 
2 S/M Eng. 4 (-0, -X) 1 2, 6 
C/M Eng. 4 (-0, +Z) 2, 3, G, 7 
3 S/M Eng. 3 (+0, -X) 1 4, 5, 6 I 
C/M Eng. 3 (+0, -X, -tJ;) 4, 5, 6, 7 
4 S/M Eng. 2 (-0, +X) 2 1, 3, 5 
C/M Eng. 2 (-0, +Z) 1, 3, 5, 7 
5 S/ M Eng. 5 (+tJ;, + X) 2 2, 3 
C/M Eng. 7 (+1j.;, -X, +0) 2, 3, 6, 7 
6 
j S/M Eng. 8 (-1/J, -X) 2 4, 5 
I C/M Eng. 8 (-1j.;, -X, +0) 4, 5, 6, 7 
7 S/M Eng. 7 (+tJ;, -X) 3 1, 3 
C/M Eng. 5 (+tf;, -x, +0) 1, 3 
8 s/ M Eng. 6 (-tJ;, + X) ? 2, 3 . ., I 
C/M Eng. 6 (-tf;, -X, +0) 2, 3 
6 Cha nnel 6 contains roll RCS jet com-
mands as follows: 
1 s/ M Eng. 9 (+</>, +Z) 1 1, 5 
C/ M Eng. 9 (+</>, +Z, +Y) 
2 S/M Eng. 12 (-</>, -Z) 1 2, 6 
C/M Eng. 12 (-<j>, -z, -Y) 
3 S/M Eng. 11 (+</>, -Z) 1 4, 5, 6 
C/ M Eng. 11 (+<j>, - Z, +Y) 
4 S/M Eng. 10 (-<j>, +Z) 2 1, 3, 5 
C/ M Eng. 10 (-<j), +Z, -Y) 
5 S/M Eng. 13 (+¢, -Y) 2 2, 3 
6 . S/M Eng. 16 (-¢, -Y) 2 4, 5 
7 S/M Eng. 15 (+¢, -Y) 3 1 











































T em p e rature caution 
Key release flash 
V erb -Noun flash 
Operator error flash 
Spare 




Engi ne on 
Engine off 
Z ero OCDU's 
Enaple optics error counter 
Spare 
Coarse align enable 
Zero OCDU's 
Enable IMU error counter 
Spare 
TVC enable 
S IV B takeover enable 
Zero optics 
Disengage optics DAC 
Spare 
S IV B injection sequence start 
S IV B cutoff 
ISS turn on de l ay complete 
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1, 3, 5, 7 
·2, 3, 6, 7 
4, 5, 6, 7 
1, 3, 5, 7 . 
2, 3, 6, 7 








1, 3, 5, 7 
2, 3, 6, 7 







4, 5, 6 
- -·- -- - ·--- --
Table 6-1. CMC Output Channe ls Bit Assignment (sheet 3 of 3) 
·····---·- ·· -••·•·····'-
· Numerals 
DSKY with which 
Channel Bit Description Digit Bit is 
Position Present 
.. --·-• -- - ·-
13 1-4 Spare 
5 Inhibit uplink 2 2, 6 
6 Block inlink 2 4, 6 
7 Downlink word order 3 1, 3 
8 BMAG counter enable 3 2, 3 
9 Spare 
10 Test alarms 4 1, 3, 5, 7 
11 Enable standby 4 2, 3, 6, 7 
12 Reset 31A trap 4 4, 5, 6, 7 
13 Reset 31B trap 5 1, 3, 5, 7 
14 R eset 32 trap 5 2, 3, 6, 7 
15 Enable T6 rupt 5 4, 5, 6, 7 




5 Entry velocity drive 2 2, 6 
6 Gyro enable 2 4, 6 
7 Gyro select A 3 :-::c 
8 Gyro select B 3 :::c 
9 Gyro minus sign 3 >!c 
10 Gyro activity 4 1, 3, 5, 7 
11 Drive shaft CDU 4 2, 3, 6, 7 
12 Drive trunnion CDU 4 4, 5, 6, 7 
13 Drive ICDU Z 5 1, 3, 5, 7 
14 Drive ICDU Y 5 2, 3, 6, 7 
15 D rive ICDU X 5 4, 5, 6, 7 i --- - . ·-- .. -···· 
.. , ... . ,,, 
Digit 3 i ndicate s gyro axis selected 
as follows: 
0 - None 4 - None 
1 - +X 5 - -x 
2 - +Y 6 - -Y 
3 - +Z 7 - -z '\. \ 
\ •.. _ 
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Table 6-2. CMC Input Channels Bit A ssignment (sheet 1 of 2) 
Channel 






































_ ______ ! __ ·--------
i 
I 
Channel 15, bits 1 through 5, contain 
the keycode from the main panel DSKY. 
It appears in the first t wo digits of the 
register as an octal number (0 through 
3 7). 
Keycode from navigation panel DSKY 
(see channel 15, above). 
Mark discrete 




S IV B separate, abort 
Liftoff 








ISS turn on request 
IMU temperature within limits 
+ Pitch manual rotation 
- Pitch manual rotation 
+Yaw manual rotation 
-Yaw manua l rotation 
+Roll manual rotation 
- Roll manual rotation 
- ·--·-- ·· ----·------ ---·- - ------~----

























0, 2, 4, 6 
0, 1, 4, 5 
o, 1, 2, 3 I 
0, 2, 4, 6 
0, 1, 4, 5 
0, 1, 2, 3 
2, 6 
2, 3 
0, 2, 4, 6 
0, 1, 4, 5 
0, 1, 2, 3 
0, 2, 4, 6 
0, 1, 4, 5 
0, 1, 2, 3 
2, 6 
1, 5 
1, 2, 3 
2, 4 , 6 
4, 5 
2, 3 
Table 6-2. CMC Input Cha nnels Bit Assignment (sheet 2 of 2) 
i 
.. ~ t 
I · Numerals 
I 
I DSKY with which I 
/ Channel . Bit i Description Digit Bit is 




+X tra n s lation 3 2, 6 




- X translation 3 1, 5 
I 
9 I + Y translation 3 1, 2, 3 I I i 10 -Y tra nslation 4 I 2, 4, 6 I 
I i 11 +Z translation 4 4, 5 I 
' 
12 - Z translation 4 2, 3 I I 
I 
13 CMC attitude hold mode 5 6 ! 
I 
i 
14 CMC free mode 5 5 i 
i 
15 CMC automatic mode 5 3 ! I 
32 1 + Pitch minimum impulse 1 2, 6 i 
I 
2 - Pitch minimum impulse 1 1, 5 I 
3 +Yaw minimum impulse l 1, 2, 3 
I 
4 ··Yaw minimum impulse 2 
I 
2, 4, 6 
5 +null rn i f1i111 um impulse 2 
I 
4, 5 I 
i ! 
I 6 - Roll minimum impulse 2 ! 2, 3 I I 
7-10 Spare I 
11 LM attached 4 5 
! 33 1-4 Spare 
5 Zero optics 2 1, 5 
6 CMC control 2 1, 3 
7-9 Spare 
10 Block uplink 4 2, 6 
11 Uplink too fast 4 5 
12 Dovvnlink too fast 4 2, 3 
13 PIPA fail 5 
I 
0, 2, 4, 6 
14 Warning 5 0, 1, 4, 5 
15 OSC alarm 5 0,1,2,3 
-· ·· .. - ----- -
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The data displayed in R 1 is in octal, to determine the state of an individual 
bit (such as when checki ng a flagword ) an octal to binary conversion is neces ·· 
sary just as in checking the input-output channels (see parao 60 1. 3)0 
The contents of erasable memory addresses can be changed; however, 
great care must be exercised to prevent destroying valid data by keying an 
incorrect address o Update erasable memory as follows: 
1. Command FOO: 
Key: V37E OOE 
20 Start update: 
Key: V 21 N OlE 
3. Load addres s: 
Key: XXXXE, where XXXX is address to be l oade d 
4 . Load data: 
Key: XXXXXE, E , where XXX:XXis data to be loaded in octal. 
5. If more than one nonsequential address is to be loaded, repeat 
steps 3 and 4 until all addresses are loade d. 
6. If a number of seque ntial addresses are to be loaded, after the 
fir s t data load, 
Key V15E 
and repeat step 4 until all addresses are loaded. 
After loading data verify data data word as follows: 
1. Start data display: 
Key: VOl NOlE 
2 . Loa d address: 
Key: XXXXE, where XXA:X i s o.ddress of data to be verified 
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3. Verify data word in Rl. 
4. If the data in a number of sequential addresses are to b e v erified, 
Key: N15E 
Verify second data word in Rl 
Key: ENTR 
Verify third data word in R 1 
Key: E NTR continue process until all data words are verified . 
Table 6-3 gives the.addresses .and bit positions of a ll flags. T able 6-4 
contains addresses of some important parameters . 
6. L 5 PIPA Bias Check 
The PIPA bias c a n be checked and upda ted as follows : 
1. Set digital event timer (DET) to zero. 
2. Obtain SC rates of less than O. 1 degrees per s e cond. 




VO S N21 
4. Simultaneously key ENTR and start DET. 
5. R e cor d PIPA counts Rl , R2, and R3. 
Rl - X a x is PIPA 
R2 - Y a x is PIPA 
R3 - Z axis PIPA 
6. When DET rea ds 04: 16 ~ey ENTR. 
7. Record PIPA counts as in step 5. 
8. Compute PIPA bias for each axis as follows : 
NF - NI 
l 00 = PIPA bias 
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Table 6-3. F l agword List (sheet 1 of 7) 
lt~~~-;-;;a) 1·--;~~-r -------;~~~ ··--~sl~y :~_{g:, - - - ~~t Condition,:, Reset Condition ,, 
l: re_ss No~~: ~l~~~-~r~~-~ : ;::
1 
:::ed from era sable mem ory 
_ by procedures in paragraph 6. 1. 4. 
1 






,:. B its 1 , 











































AVE G FLAG 
GUESS SW 




















P2 0 running 
IMU in use 
Total attitude error 
di s played on FDAI 
error n e edles 
Fine align mark 
Integration of ,N 
matrix in proces s 
D e sired CDU angle 
s tored in CPI-HX 
(noun 96 ) 
Continue average g 




Tra c king a llowe d 
Thrust detected 
Trunnion drive 
not allowe d 
V51 not initiated 
P 2 0 not running 
IMU not in use 
Error needles under 
DAP control 
C oars e align mark 
Integration of s t a te 
vector in process 
Desired angles storec 
in THET AD (noun 92 ) 
Stop average g 
Starting value for 
iteration does not 
exist 
Reiterat ion of 
Lambert 
Tra cking not a llowed 




10 , a nd 13 are set when app r opriate octal digit i.s 1, 3, 5 , or 7. 
11, an d 14 are set wh e n approprio.t e o ctal digit i s 2, 3 , 6, or 7. 
12 , and J 5 are set when app ropria te octal dig it is 4 , 5, 6 , or 7. 
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Table 6-3 . Flagword List (sheet 2 of 7 ) 
1---------· ·· .... - -···- - ------· - - -- ····••·- •· ·· · .. --- .... ... . ... . ···• . ----- · ·· - ............... ... . . - . 
i F'lagword ~ . I DSKY Dig . . 
J (A dares s) _ _B 1 t __ __ _ Flag_ --·t p O siti9 n _ _ _ S_e_~_ C_o_n_d __ 1_t_1 o_n __ -+-----R_t e_u_"' _et_ C_o_n_d_it_i_o_n------, 
1 7 UPDAT FLG ! 3 Updatrn.g by marking Updating by marking 
(cont .) I allowed not allowed 





















i being updated ! being updated 
TARG 2 FLG i 3 Sighting landmark Sighting star 
TARG 1 FLG 












(in P2 1 
and P22 ) 
FIRST FLG 
(in P40 
























Sighting LM Not sighting LM 
RCS burn 
R31 selected (V83 ) 
Compute Fischer 
ellipsoid for radi -
us of earth 
RHC control 
Two jet RCS burn 
V3 7 not permitted 
Perform maneuver 
s tarting procedure 




LM is active ve-
hicle 















R34 selected (V85 ) 
Use constant pad 
radius for radius of 
earth 
CMC control 
' Four jet RCS burn 
V3 7 permitted 
Bypass maneuver 
starting procedure 
Fina l roll required 
Preferred attitude 
not ·computed 
CSM is active ve-
hicle 
Not last pass through 
rendezvous computa-
tion 
Landmark not stored 
First pass through 
VG calculation 








































R2 1 MARK 
DRIFT FLG 
DIM O FLAG 


































VG calculation to be 
done 
Steering to be done 
R adar in search 
I
i markrupt routine 




W matrix to be used 
Dimension of W 
matrix is 9 by 9 
for integration 
CSM state vector 
being integrated 
Conic integration 
P ermanc- t GL t c 
vector updated 
W matrix valid for 
o r bital navigation 
1 Star occulted 
Monitoring of 
PIPA ' s every 1/2 
s e cond during en-
try enabled 
Two stars not in 
acqui s ition field 
of SXT 
CMC was in stand-
by 
1 
I EFSMMA T good 
I 
Gimbal lock has 
' occurred 
15 j A UTMANSW 5 i - Do manual n 1aneu-
__ ___[ -- ~:_r -· ---···---·· -. -·· -.. ---· ------ J --------·----- -·-- ---·· ---·-
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Reset Condition 
No VG calculation t o 
be done 
No steering 
Radar riot in search 
i markrupt routine 
j Gyro compensation 
not called for 
Do not use W matrix 
· Dim ension of W ma-I 
trix is 6 by 6 for 
integration 
LM state vector 
being i ntegrated 
Encke integration 
P e 1:-- 1:..nc t st a te 
vector n ot updated 
W matrix invalid for 
orbital navigation 
Star not occulted 
Monitoring of PIPA I s 
i e very 1/ 2 second 
not enabled 
I 
Two stars available 
in a cquisition field 
of SXT 
CMC was not in stand· 
by 
No REFSMMAT 
Gimbal lock has not 
occurred 
! Do KALCMANU 
1 m cJ,11c11ver 
I 
.,. 
i:11 l agwor d 
!<A ddr e s ) r-
1 4 
I (0100> 
T able 6- 3. Flagword List (s heet 4 of '7) 
Bit Flag 
1 Spare 
2 RET 1 FLG 
3 MKOV FLG 
4 NRUPT FLG 
5 MRUPT FLG 
6 PINER FLG 
7 PRONV FLG 
8 NRMNV FLG 
9 MRKNV FLG 
10 NWAIT FLG 
11 M WAIT FLG 
12 NRMID FLG 
13 ENDID FLG 
DSKY Dia 
it Positio1n j Set Condition 












Mark display ove r 
normal 
Norm a l display in-
terrupte d by pri-
ority or mark dis-
play 
Mark display inter-






keyboard when p r i-




. mal displ a y initia-
ted 
Astronaut using 
keyboard whe n 
m a rk display 
initiated 
Highe r priority dis-




play operating when 
mark display initi-
ated 
Normal display in 
ENDIDLE routine 
; · 5 GO PLAY (non -
\ mark in END IDLE 
l routine 
l.. __ --- -- ·- --··· ·-···-·- ·--··-··-·-··-·-·- ------· ·-- -··• 
6 --1 7 
Reset Condition 
Mark display has 
three re~· =ns 
No m ark display over 
normal 
Normal display not 
t errupte d by priority 
or mark display 
Mark di s play not in-
terrupted by priority 
display 
Ast r ona ut has not 
interfere d with exist -
ing di s play 
_s tronaut not u sing 
ke yboard ·whe n pri-
or ity di s play initi ·-
a t e d 
Astronaut not using 
keyboa r d whe n nor-
mal displa y initiate d 
Astronaut not using 
keyboard when mark 
displa y initiated 
No higher priority 
display ope rating 
when normal display 
initiated 
No higher priority 
display operating 
when n or mal display 
initiated 
N o norm a l di spl a y in 
END ID L E routine 
NO GOPL.A Y in 
ENDIDLE routine 
\ 
Table 6- 3 . Flagword List ( sheet 5 of 7) 
1FJ.arfwo rd -·r-- -I DSKY Dig t 
Reset Condition ( ddr ess ) Bit ! Flag it. Positioi' Set Condition 
··---··--- -------· --- ·----------,-- ---------·----·----- -- ---- - --- -------- - - +-------------
4 14 FROID FLG 5 Priority display in 















































INT FLAG 3 














-- 5 ___ J 
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Mark display in 
END ID LE routine 
W matrix valid for 
rendezvous naviga -
tion 




No solution to conic 
integration 
Back up guidance 
r e ference release 
discrete received 
Maneuver specified 
by thrP , a.,r s 
Engine o·n 
Computer is C TVI C 
Dimension of W ma -




Mark for calibra -
tion in P23 
Phase change has 
occurre d between 
INT STALL and 
INT WAKE 
Int e g ration in pro -
cess 
Displays sent t o 
DSKY 
.. -·- . - -- --------·--
No priority dis play 
in END ID LE routine 
N o mark display in 
ENDIDLE routine 
W matrix invalid for 
rendezvous naviga-
tion 
Middle gim b a l angle 
i computed (act ive 
: vehicle doing com-· 
: putation) 
I 





B a ck up guidance 
reference release 
discre te not received 
M a neuver specified 
y o:n, ,1c".s 
Engine off 
Computer is LGC 
Dimension of ·w ma-
: trix is 6 by 6 for 
inc OI'poration 
Second i nc orporation 
of update 
Normal marling in 
P23 
No phase change has 
occurred 
Integration not in pro-
cess 
No dis plays sent to 
DSKY 
\ 
Table 6-3. Flagw ord List (sheet 6 of 7) 
: I1 l agword Bit I FJag D$KY DigJ 
(A daress ) - ·· !iteosition Set Condition Reset Condition 
- ---- -+-----+--------,""--"-'- -+-- - - - ------ -'-- -------
6 1 GYMDIFSW 1 CDU differences and j CDU differences and 




















H u r · TSW 1 
KNOWN FLG 
(In .l..)21 











i (burns not 
foT ntry) 














Entry DAP activa ted 








to be done afte r 
range prediction 
Drag level ·.nitial -
i zc d for constant 
dra.g 
L a ndmark known 
In final phase 
T arget i ng use earth-
relative velocity 
puted 
Entry DAP not acti -
vated 
0. 05g not yet de -
tecte d during entry 
Downlift inhibited 
Initial roll attitude 
held 
Itera ting of I-:TUNTEST 
calculations to be 
omitte d after range 
prediction 
Drag l e vel not yet 
initi a lized for con-
stant drag 
L andmark unl nown 
Not in final phase 
Targeting use iner-
tial velocity 
Lateral control cal.:. i L ate ral control cal -





ings and calcula -
tions 
Low velocity during 
initial roll 
Do not calculate 
gam.ma dot 
Inhibit entry firings 
and control 
High velocity during 
initial roll 
5 . Offset llpda tes a t 0 £set updates not 
allowed 1 encl. of bur n a11owe d 
I 
- --·- ·-··-· ---- - _J ___ • - --·- ---- -- ---· • -- - - . -- ••... 
\ 
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Table 6-3. Flagword Lis t (s h eet 7 of 7) 
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I. J_,E -~ I L G 
GONEBY 
TTMOD E SW 
UNNO.RMSW 
TIMR FLAG 



















6 2 0 
Bits 1 4 & 15 designate D A P configuration 
as f ollows : 





C alculate time to 
perigee 





N o DAP 
C a] cuJ.ate TFF 
LM not attac hed 
Change d whe n V33E occurs at end of 
P 27 
KKK test faile d 
Average g on 
I d lta V mo itor 
T a rget passed 
Com pute state ve c-
tor d u ring time -
theta 
U nit normal corn -
I 
puted j 
Computation of tim7 ~o ignition operat- I 
1ng ! 
Astronaut h a s 
okaye d i gnition 
TIG h a s arri ve d 
T erminate R2 1 and 
R22 
KKK test passed 
Ave r a ge g off 
C onn0.ct d e ta V 
monitor 
T a rget approa ching 
Do not compute s tate 
vector 
Unit normal not com-
pute d 
Computat ion of time 
to ignition not ope rat -
ing 
Astronaut has not 
okaye d i gnition 
TIG has not arrive d 
Do n ot terminate R21 
a nd R22 
where : NF is num b e r of counts for a n axis recorded in s t p 7. 
N
1 
is number of counts for same axis r ec orded in s tep 5. 
9 . Check p resently sto red bias as follow s : 
Key: V06 N 0lE 
l 716E 
R e c ord X a x is PIPA bias from Rl. 
Key: l 720E 
Record Y axis PIPA bias from Rl. 
Key: 1 722E 
Recor d Z axi s - P IPA b ias from Rl . 
10. Compute difference b etween measured (s tep 8 ) and s tored (step 9) 
v a lues of PIPA bias for each axiso If the values differ by m o r e 
than ± 26 4 00 p e rform step 11; if not , g o t o step 12. 
11. Key: V21 N 0lE 
1 7XX E , where 1 7XX i s address of applic a ble PIPA bias a s 
indicate d in step 9 
X ::-x-xx.:.:i ; w l re x_r~-,.rx i s .:lCCl.S ire I step 3 -C1. l uc of P: '=>_,_'\ bias 
12 . Key: V37E 00E 
6. 2 MALFUNC _,ION PROCEDURES 
T a ble 6-4 lists GNCS c a ution and warning indications a nd the corre ctive 
action to be performed for each. To test the reliability of DSKY a l arm in-
dicators (GIMBA L LOCK, FROG, TRACKER, TEMP , and RESTART ) key 
in V35E on the DSKY keyboard. This will also light the UPLINK A CT, KE Y 
RE L , O P .R E.RR, N O ATT, and STBY i ndic a tors and displays S ' s and + 's 
on the numeric a l p ane L After five seconds, thes e displays g o out. 
T a ble 6-5 lists the a l arm codes which appear with program a l arm s 
(P ROG i ndicator lighte d). In mos t c ases, the a l arm code will not appear 
with the FROG l .r. rn unless called for by keying V 05 N 0 9E . AJ.arm codes c.(i·-·playe d 











Table 6- 6 Program Ala rm Procedures (sheet 1 of D) 
De s cription 
Two mark re jects made without a n 
i n terveni ng mark. 
Indicates tha t ope r a tor pre s se d 
M . RK REJECT button unneces-
sarily. 
Marks not b'"'ing ct.c cepted. 
Indicates la s t mark was rejected. 
J:Jo i n.bits in low s even bits of 
Cha nnel 16 . 
Not v e ry likely to occur . 
Can only occur in markrupt 
program \ hich is ent e red by 
mark, mark re j e ct, or DSKY 
keycod c , e a ch of w hic h sets o ne 
of the l ow seve n bits of channel 
16 . 
M a rk made but n ot de sire d . 
Indicates that an u nn e eded mark 
a s n1 a de (e . g . , mor e marl s 
than needed ). 
Optics toro,_ue request wh e n optics 
is not in CM C mode . 
Optics switched from zer o mode 
b efore 15 second z eroing time 
has e l apse d. 
Optics torque reque s t when 
optics not available . 
Oc cur s whe n V 1 N 91 is 
attempted while optics is in 
use. 
Corrective Action 
Yey RSET . 
C ontinu e normal operation. 
Key RS_ET. 
Continue n ormal ope r ation. 
Ke y RSET. 
Reatte mpt the entry into mark-
rupt progr am which fa iled 
(MARK, MARK REJECT, or 
1 eyc ode ). 
If a l arm recurs, desired entry 
is n ot possible. 
Key RSET. 
C o J.. ti.n.1 -- · .o l'.'m c.l operat ·on. 
Set OPTI CS 'lODE switch t o 
CMC. 
Key RSET 
Continue norm a l operation. 
Set OPTICS MODE s1. itch t o 
ZER O. 
Ke y RSE T. 
Wait 15 s e conds and continue 
n ormal operation. 
Key RSET. 
(V 41 N91 cannot be performed 
a t this time. ) 
·- . . - •·- -•-- .. ---- - . . . .. ----- -
Note : Most a l a r m co de s arc n o t di s p .aye cl on DSKY u 1les s cal ed for by keying 
VO5 NO9E. ' ho se t h a t a re 1i ~p 1 aye d a utomatically ar i nri i ca te d by an 
s t cri s k . 
( -- 2 3 
\ 
\ 
Ta ble G- 6 Progr am Alarm Procedures (shee t 2 of 9 ) 




. Code Des c rip tion 
- ;;{·;~ .. Opt ics torrru e reques·t · -~,1~-~~1 optics 
not zeroed. 
00122 Marking not called for . 
Indicates a mark was made 
while CMC was not i n the mark 
progra m. 
00 2 05 PIPA saturated . 
Occurs during average g Io 1tine 
if a PIPA register exc eed 6 4 00 
p ul ses in t wo se conds . Th is is 
equivalent to a n accelera~ion o f 
over 19 g 's. 
Mo s t like ly will occur with an 
I SS warn ing light. 
00206 Zero encode no t a llowed dur ing 
c od.c:::,e a. l.i.gl1 .i. ;_11 girnb a l l o c~, . 
In this conditi on , zero e ncoding 
c a n on l y b~ done by first 
comma nding coarse a lig 1ment to 
ze ro by V41. 
00207 ISS tur n-on not present for 90 
seconds. 
00210 I MO not operating . 
Occurs v, hen ICDU zeroing is 
attempte d and I .MU operate bit 
is not present. 
00211 Coarse a l ign error. 
Occurs t.uen gimba l ang l es are 
not with ' n wo degree s of c om-
mande d pos ition a t comp l etion 
o coarse alignmen t . 
6 2 4 
Corrective· Action 
Se t OPTICS MODE s witch t o 
ZERO . 
Ke y RSET . 
Wait 15 seconds and continue 
normal opera tion . 
Key RSET . 
Con tinue norma l operation. 
Switch t o SCS contro l. 
Follow proc edure fo r IS 
warn ing light in Tab l e G-· l. 
I~U prob ably unus_ab le for 
velocity measurements . 
Key RSET . 




Key V40 N20E. 
Wait f o r NO AT1 light to g o 
out the n e y RSET. 
If a l arm is s till present 
re initiate ISS turn on 
sequenc e (P 0S). 
Key RSET. 
Pe rfo rm ISS turn-on 
sequence (P 0S ) . 
Tod ~e rmine m~g n i tude of 
error key V06 N2 0E fo r 
di sp l ay o . girn a l ang l e s . 
The operator may re ttemp t 
coarse alignment , continue 
wich f ine al~gnmGnt, or 
t . rmi nat -. use of lSS -.-
Table 6- G Program Alarm P rocedures (::,he e t 3 of !J ) 
fi..l a rm 
Code Description Co r ncctive Action 
00212 l?[PA .faffui~e ··; h:i.le-PlPA '°-s - a-re· -· -KeyT{s et. 
not in use . 
00213 Ir IU not opera ting with turn 
on request. 
00214 ISS turned off while in use . 
00215,:, I M U orie ntahon not s pecifie d 
and preferred orientation has 
b een sel cted. 
0021 7 I Bad return from s tall routines . 
00 ,_;_0 1 i ~ :~~ ~-•l· 'l c L: :·i bal angh-s yLld 
B _'., ,.n·l; .1. l \_q c [,._. 
()!) Fi-~- T_· ,·_:: · 1• , 1L1. r. of view (~0 degree 
: '. ·-:. :, ) . 
O cc ._; • ., C::. -. tring auto optics p o -
"' :·.'. ~-:i ,.L1g if the computed trun -
mo n a gJ. s i s great er than 90 
egree s . 
Perform PIPA bias check (para . 
6. 1. 5 ) If a l arm per s · s ts GNCS 
TVC and entry capability may 
be lost. 
:Ke y RSE T . 
Perform ISS turn on sequence 
(P05) and reinitiate desi red 
program . 
See aJ.arm 002 13. 
Ke y R SET. 
Perfo rm either a o r b : 
a ) Key 'l32E and select nominal 
o r i entation or REFSMMAT 
option . 
. J ) ey V 3Lt ...., ;:i . _ p '21'.'tOY'D1 pro-
gram (P 22, P 4 0 , or P 4 1) 
to de.l.'i.ne p re ...., rre d o rient a tion. 
Key l~ SET . 
Reinitiat... ... current program; if 
a l arn1 r curs, term.inate use of 
ISS . 
Key RSET . 
Either select new gimbal angLs 
or maneu er spac craft to avoid 
gimba l lock . 
Perforr 1 one (a , b , or c ) of the 
folloN ing : 
a)"- l\l[anually 1naneu er space-
craft untiJ. optics can ct.cquire 
t arget . 
Key PRO 
_____ I_<:_ y~~SET. __________ __________ _ 
,:, i ·pl aye d ani:o rno.ti ally withou.t k'"'ying V05N09}J . 




(cont . ) 
Pro!:tram Alarm Procedures (sheet 4 of 9 ) 
Description I Corrective Action 
! 
I 
: b) Select new target which c a n 
be acquired . 
F0r star code, key V21N7 OE. 
For l andmark code , key 
V22N70E. 
For l andmark coordinates, 
key V25N89E. 
Key RSET. 
c) Terminate auto-optics po-
sitioning routine. 
Set optics mode suited to 
MAN. 
Key RSET. 
Perform sighting mark 
routine (R5 3). 
00 405 >:< Two useable stars not available Perform a o r b: 
00 407 
a ) M e1 ~CE7Cr s i:; c c c r a ~t t ntil t .70 
u seable stars are manually 
acquired~ then key PRO. 
b) Maneuver spacecraft until two 
useable stars may be automati-
cally acquired , then key V32E. 
Rendezvous naviga tion progr am Key KEY REL. 
no t operating. . 17 RSET 
0 if d t l 
. ~1-.ia . ':,. e y . :\, . 
ccurs · ren ezvous ·-rac :nng U::t (R22 t b ,. d ) · · (R
22
) . c anno - e pe r1 orn1e . 
processing routine . · 1s request-
ed when rendezvous navigation pr(?-
gram (P2 0) is not r unning. I 
Target out of view (38 degree test) 
Occurs during auto optics posi -
tioni.ng if computed trunnion angle 
' e x ce e ds 38 degrees . 
During star or landmark track-
ing eith er manually maneuve r 
spacecraft until trunnfon angle 
is le s s than 38 degrees or re-
select target : 
For sta r code , key V21 N 70E. 
_ _ __________ For l andmark code, k e y V22N7_9E_. _ 
>:< Dis pla y e d a utoma tica lly rithout k e yin g V05 N09E .· 
6 ·- 26 
.. .,, 






---· ---------- -----· -----------
De s cription 
W matrix overflow. 
Indicates that W matrix has been 
integrated forward without new 
navi gation update s for so long a 
time t hat terms in the matrix 
e x ceed the ir scale factors . 
I 00 607 °:, : Hype r bolic s olution to L ambert 
1 routine or no solution to conic 
integration. 
00611 ,:, TIG (TPI) does n ot exist for 




Change in sta te vector e x ceeds 
6. V o r 6. R threshold. Occurs in 
R22. 
Self test error. 
Unu se d CCS bra nch . Int end e d 
fo r 1 ograrn d ebug ging ; will not 
occur in flight . Causes r estart. 
Corrective Action 
For l andmark coordinate s , key 
V25N89E . 
During L M t r a c king , e ithe r man-
ually maneuver spacecraft back to 
preferred tra cking attitude , or a llow 
a utoma tic m a n e uver by s e tting SC 
CONT switch to CMC and/ or keying 
V58E. 
Key RSET. 
G e t state vector update from. ground 
(P2 7). 
· Perform o rbital naviga tion program 
(P22 ). 
If alarm oc curs in P40 CMC will 
a utomatically entry P0 0: 
K ey RSET and reta rge t with n ew 
parameters . 
If alarm occurs in P 34 or P35 : 
Key V32E . 
Key TI.SET . 
A djust targeting pc1_rameters. 
Key V32E and reload e l evation . 
Key RSET . 
Either a cc e p t update by keying PRO, 
or re j e ct by keying V32E. 
Reinitiate self test. If failure recu rs , 
self test has fa iled. CMC may not 
be usea bJ.e (refer to p ara . 6. 1. 1). 
Terminate a nd reinitia te program. 
Key RSET. 
If a l arm. rec urs , p erfonn C M C self 
!che ck (p a ra. G. 1. 1) . 
---- ---
~:~ Dis1Jlaye d a uto r11atic ally , itl10 tt l{ey i ng' V05 N 09E. 
G- 2 7 
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T abl e 6- 6 Program Alarm Procedures (sheet 6 of 9 ) 
Alarm Description Corre ctive Action 
Code 





01 2 01 
01202 
0 12 03 
Intende d for C IVI C checkout; 
not likely to occur in flight. 
Ca u se s restart. 
Down telemetry too fas t. K e y RSET. 
O c curs wh e n end of wo r d pulse 
Notify 1\/ISFN. 
rate of downlink exceeds l00pps . 
Up t e l emetry too fast . 
Locks out uplink when incoming 
bit rat e exceeds 5000 bits per 
second. 
Request MSFN t o retransmit up 
telemet r y data. 
,K ey RSET. 
llf a l a nn recurs , perform 
'. update by voicelink. 
Note : Al arms 0110'7 through 01 404 
are intended for CIVIC testing and 
de bugging. They a e net likely t o 
occur in fl ight. 
CMC 
Phase t a ble does not agree aft e r 
1
: C M_C. J..d.o e_s automatic fr esh star t. 
restart . Rern1L::.al ze erasable me.m ory. 
Restart with no a ctive phase. Key RSET. 
Indicates CIVIC restart wh e n CMC No a ction ne c essary. 
was not engaged in a n active mis 
sion phase o r rendezvous t rack-
ing . (See note preceding alarm 
01107 . ) 
No vacant areas available. 
1 
'Terminate and reinitiate program . 
I 
K 'Y RSE T . 
Occur s wh e n more than five jobs 
requiring vacant areas are r e-
quest e d at t,-ie same time . c a uses if 1 . a arn1 re c urs , 
restart. (See note preceding lf _ 1 1 ( a larm O 1107.) s e c 1.ec <- para . 
No core sets availa ble . 
Occurs when more than seven 
jobs are requeste d at one time . 
Ca uses restart. (See note pre-
ceding a l arm O 1107. ) 
See a l arm 01201. 
I 
Waitlist overflow -too m ny t asks See a l a r m 01 201. 
Occur s when m ore than s ven 
t c,-·~s are re que s t e d a t one tin1e.-
C a u se restart. (See note pre-
p erform CMC 
6 .1.1) 
c edin g a lo.. rm O 110 '7 . ) 
--- _!_ ______ -
' \ 
6 --·2 8 \ \ 
Alarm 
Code 
rrable G- 6 Program Alarm Procedu res (sheet 7 of 9 ) 
De s cription Corrective Action 







01 4 01 
01402 
Second job attempts to g o t o 
s l ee p via keyboard and display 
program . 
Ca uses r estart. (See note pre-
ceding. ala1~m 01107. ) 
No vacant areas available for 
marks . 
Occurs if a mark is received 
when all .five mark areas are 
filled . Normally when more 
than five marks are made, the 
exc ess ive ones a re not accepted 
and a larm 00114 is set, alarm 
01207 d oes not then get set . 
This alarrn causes restart. 
(See note preceding alarm 01107. ) 
Two programs attempting to use 
the s a me device (ISS or OSS ). 
Causes restart. (See note pre-
c e ding alarm 01107 . ) 
Illega l interrupt of extended verb . 
Occurs when a n internal program 
r e que sts marking while marking 
system i s already in u se or an 
extended verb is a ctive . Cause s 
restart . (See note preceding 
alarm 01107 .) 
Arcsine, arc cos ine input too 
large . 
Causes resta rt . (See note pre -
ceding a l arm 01107 . ) 
Squa re root routine called with a 
negative argument . 
Causes restart . (See note pre-
c ed ing alarm 01107. ) 
Test inde x too l arge in integrated 
t est . 
Ill gal quantity loade d in jet 
t ask/ or engine task. 
See alarm 01201. 
See a l a rm 01201. 
See a larm 01201. 
See alarm 01201. 
See alarm 01201. 
See a larm 012 01. 
T erminate integrate d test. 
V6 7 not intende d for in:flight use 
See a l arm 0 14 01. 
,__ _ _ ___  -----·-------------- --·------------------- ---·-
6 -2 9 
_ _____ _ __ Tal?_!~-~~--~ _ Program _ Alarm P r ocJ dure~ (sheet 8 of -~~ ___ _ _ ____ __. 
De s cription Correct i v e Action 
Alarm 
_ Code __ ,----------------~ ------ ------------------
01 403 
01 4 04 
0 1405 
01 4 07 
0 1410 
01 4 11 
01412 
0 14 1~ 
01 4 14 
Illega l quantity loa ded in SPS on 
Saturn steering task . 
Integrate d test please p erform 
task 4 01, 4 02, or 4 03 failed . 
ICDU' s busy during Sa turn 
steering te_s t. 
Velocity to be g a ined increasing. 
Th r ust too low for cross product 
steering . 
O ccu r s whe n thr u s t d e cays too 
rapi dly. (7 5% i n 2 seconds. ) 
TVC term i nates . 
IRIG scale factor test a l arm. 
For ground test only. 
CDUX out of limits . 
Intende d for ground test only. 
CDUY out of limits . 
CDUZ out of limits . 
01 425~:0 IMU unsatisfa ctory. 
Occurs during e ntry (PG 1 or P62 ) 
if the spacecraft +Y or - Y axis 
is not within 30 degrees of V X R . 
This condition may re sult in an ex,A 
c ssive MCA during entry guid -
ance C c u sing a girnbal lock ala rm~ 
01 42 7~:0 IMU reversed. 
O ccu r s during entry ~P6 l or 
P62 ) if the s p a cecraft -Y axis 
is within 30 d e grees of V X R. 
G--3 0 
·3 e a l arm 0140 1. 
See alarm 01 401. 
See a l arm 01 401. 
· ·erminate thrusting. 
Check o r bital p a r ame ters and re --
initiate orbit cha nge targeting and 
thrust as necessary. 
See a larm 01 407. 
C a nnot occur in flight . 
Termina te and reinitiate program. 
Ke-y RSET. 
If alarm recurs , perfo r m CMC 
self check (para . 6. 1. 1). 
See a l arm 01 41 2. 
Se e alarm 01 41 2. 
Ke y RSE T . 
If th re is sufficient tim e , rea1ign 
11\/IU . If not , the c rcw has the 
option to continue with G NCS 
entry or to s witch t o SCS or 
manual entry control. 
Continue normal operation but note 
that FD I i n ication is inverted ; i.e. 
0 d eer ccs r oll L, lift down a nd 180 
d e grees is lift up . 
\ 
i 









Computed angles yield gimbal 
lock. 
Occurs only during systems test 
(V92 ). Causes restart . 
Keyboard and display a l arm during 
internal use . 
Intended for ground checkout; not 
likely to occur in flight . Ca uses 
restart . 
Illegal use of flashing display. 
Intende d for ground checkout; not 
likely to occur in flight . Causes 
restart . 
Verb 3 7 not allowed at this time . 
Occurs when program change is 
a ttempted when it i s not a llowe d. 
Overfl ow in drift test . 
For ground test only. 
Bad IMU torque . 
For ground test only. Causes 
rcst a . . 
01602 Bad optics verification. 
Occurs · only during ground test 
optics verification. Cause s re -
start. 
01 703::, L ess Lan 45 seconds to ignition. 
01704 
01705 
Occurs in P O at end of engine 
girn bal test if GE'I I is less than 
4 5 seconds . 
DAI cannot operate unless auto 
mode is s l ecte d . 
Occurs in R.61 if CMC auto mode 
has not been selected . 
Stick :flag set . 
Occurs in R61 i the stick flag 
is set . The stic k flag dj_sabJ.es 
the DAP. 
Corrective Action 
T e rminate V92 ro utine . 
V92 not intended for in.flight u se. . 
Terminate and reinitiate program . 
Ke y RSET . 
If alarm recur s , per form CMC 
self che ck (para. 6 . 1. 1 ). 
See alarm 01501. 
Key RSE T. 
Do not attempt to change pro-
grams unt ·1 a llowe d. 
Cannot occur in flight . 
Cannot occur in flight . 
Ca nnot occur in flight. 
E ither s lip GErl I to 4 5 second s 
· from time PR O is keyed and 
Key PR O. 
Key RSET . 
Or terminate program : 
Ke y V34E . 
Key RSE T . 
Set SC CONT switch to C l\!IC . 
Set C l'.1IC MOD ' switch to AUT O. 
Key RSET . 
Ins u r e RH C i.. · a t null. 
Key V58E. 
r cy hSET. 
::, Di s pla yed c:n1ton1 b.ca~ ly wit 10ut keyin 0 · V05 N 09}:-,. 
6 --31 
also cause a restart, whic h returns C 1C operation to a convenient prior 
point in the progra m. These alarms are noted as such in Table 6-5. 
All alarms possible in the Sundisk program are included in Table 6-5; 
however, many of the alarms were i nt ended only as aids to program debug-
ging and ground checkout equipmento These a l arm;:; are vc y unlike ly t o 
occur in flight and are noted as suc h. Most of the a larms whic h cause re-
start are in this category. 
6. 3 EMERGENCY PROCEDURES 
G.3.1 Tumbling IMU 
1. Position and hold IMU CAG "' switch to the (up ) position until gimbal s 
settle a t the z ero po sition (2.bout 5 seconds) . 
2 . Perform IM U orientat i on determination program (P 51 ). 
1. Chec k that IMU and IMU / HTR circuit breakers are on . 
2. Se t G / N Power I M U switch to the on (up ) position . 
3 . Wait 90 s econds . 
4. Momentarily (about 5 seconds) hold I M U CAGE switch to on (up ) 
position. 
The IMU is then aligned t o the spa c ecraft axes . To aJ.ign the IIVIU 
to a particular inertial orientation : 
Maneuver s p acecraft to desired orientation and cage IMU (s t p 4 abo ve ). 
\ ..... ... ... .... . 
I 
SYMPT(Jjl l'IOC(- I RfMARJ\ 
1 181 ~ INO . ~J~\:_~~1.I I "f CHE CK 18 voe 
R£D r 4 POWER SUPPLY • CH ECK COMPUTER cp 
CD~~~t~6NAL LY~d1~s I ~DOES CMC LIGHT F MNA AND MNB CB'S S I NOTE: LIGlll"ED IN STAHDIY REMAIN LIGlll"ED YfS o ATTEMPT DSKY 
~ AND OPOIATE M00ES IY, I 1>5 SECJOII INPUTS IF POWER CAN BE PRIME POWER FAILUR£ . le , cw· 011 I Rll.lGKT YES \RESTORED PERFORM I CMC POWER I 011 SCAUR FA IWR£ •SC COO - SCS REPEATElllY? HAS POWER SUPPLY POS AND CMC SELF FAILURE 
li Gl!ltO FOIi ~ SEC FAILED? - .CHECK (STEP 7) IN STAHOBY OR OPERATE NO 
!NO MODES BY REPEATED I> 0. 9 PPSI ISSUANCE Of, 
COUNTER FAILURE 
7 I CMC SELF CHE CK 011 DOUBLE FREQOOICY 
SCALER FA ILUR£ • V1S NOIE 
LIGlll"ED FOR 5 SEC 136SE NO 
ONLY IN OPERATE E, E, E, (PROG ALM) 
MOD£ BY REPEATED oV IS NOIE 
I> 0. 9 PPSJ RESTARTS. 136SE I RESTART IS CAUSED IY, • V1 1 N27E [ . I """""' RUPT LOCK, TC TRAP, IOE 8- SEL~ CHECK 
OSCILLATOR FAIL • KEY REL . •V11 N17E 
PARITY FAIL SELF CHECK OK? OE I CHECK lilGHTWATCH MAN, YES IO CAUTION/ WARNING OR VOLTAGE FAIL i 
IS CMC LIGHT 
LIGHT FOR 5 SEC ONLY YES STILL ON? . -·""-'""""'"·'" --!:J IN STANDBY MOD£ BY Nb , 
REPEATED I> 0. 9 PPSJ ~ IS CMC LIGHT ISSUANCE OF VlllTAGE .STILL ON? w FAILIFAIWRE OF • RECORD: E 
+21V, +lAV. or ••v RI - (ERCOUNT) i NO l'IIIIER SUPPLIES!. R1 - (SCOU Nn 
R3 - (SCOU NT H) 
~ •VOS N09E VERIFY 01101 COD E ' NORMAL • VOS NOSE 1oP~RATION 
RECORD: 
( i)cMC NOT RI - (ALMCADR) 2 
CONTACT MSFN FUNCTIONAL 
PROBLEM MAY BE 13 
DETERMINED FOR CMC 
POST FLIGHT ANAL- FAILURE 
YSIS 
z!C:Jl µJ . NO 0 PERFORM FOLLOWIN G STEPS IS' S/C lJIOB I 
ONLY IF MSFN IS NOT AVAIL-
GIICS CCMIIOl.7 ABLE TO MO NITOR MALFUNC-
TION. 
11£0 rs cp LIGKTEO BY, 
PIPA FAIL DURING 3 ~io~T;iECK THRUSTING . 2 l~tk'fsll 2 IMU FAIL, OR 
ICDU FAIL •TC - CW ~ • Vl6 N10E 4 ]POWER OO#N 
© IMU NOT F\,WCTIONAL 
OR • FOAi SELECT - ¼ 
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ANY G IMBAL SERVO • Vl6 N10E 
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SUP FAILURE DO ERROR NEEDLES NO 
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LOADED? 
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r f PIPA CHECK 
PERFORM .Pl PA IIAl 4 
CHECK l,.,_RA. 6.l51 
10 






• NORMAL/BOOST/ ACK·ACI 11 
YES 




CONT INUE I 
NORMAL 
. O~~RAT ION 
SYMPTOM PROCEDURE RE.MARKS 
cµ CD IMU TEMPERATURE IS OUTSIDE 
~ ~.DSKYRSET 
2 SWITCH TO SCS OF DESIGN LIMITS. HAVE MSFN 
3 TEM P - 3 I MONITOR ISS PARAMETERS TO BP · f.l!EiS. •TC · QYOR DETERMINE IF IMU IS USABU. 
TEMP LIGHT OUT? ~ SC CONT . ill I IMU TEMP AMBER FAILURE 0 TRANSIENT ABNORMAL CONDITION YESQ) 
LIGHTS WHEN ~ IMU TEMPERATURE 
IS OUT OF LI MITS. CONTINUE 
< 1260R > l34° F NORMAL 
OPERATION 
Q) CD GIMBAL LOCK IS IMMINENT. CAN 
~ ~ 
BE AVOIDED BY MANEUVERING SC. 
GIMBAL YES 0 GIMBAL LOCK HAS TAKEN PLACE. 4 - ,-.- ISNOATT IMU HAS LOCK LIGHT ON? ENTERED 
GIMBA~ LOCK IMU MUST BE REALIGNED. 
AMBER NOq) ' ~ LIGHTS WHEN _:_J • MANEUVEP, 
MGA > 70° SC TO •WA IT FOR NO 
AVOID GIMBAL ATT • OUT 
LOCK. OR •PERFORM 
REALIGN I MU I PS21 PSI 
• RSET BP • PRESS • RSET BP· PRESS 
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VOLTAGE FAIL 
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1 j CD OPTICS UNRELIABLE. SCT 2 MANUAL OPTICS 0 MAY BE STILL BE USED 6 TRACKER - • RSET PB • CONTROL MANUALLY. ISS AND CMC 
PRESS • OPTICS MOD£ • MAN JI ~~~~N w ARE STILL OPERATIVE. ~ • DRIVE OPTICS WITH ALTERNATE IMU ALIGNMENT AMBER TRACKER OUT? PROGRAMS PS3 AND P54 HAND CONTROL OPTICS MAY BE USED 
YES • RSET PB • PRESS 







NORMAL I OPERATION 
CD 
I ~ 
L!J L?.J WHEN PROGRAM ALARM IS NO GENERATED , THE CMC DOES 7 PROG i--- IS ALARM CODE • VOS N09E • ONE OF Rll.lOWING , DISPLAYED KEY IN l. CONTINUES WITH PROGRAM . ON DSKY? 
AMBER 
2. DOES A RESTART AT A 
YES CONVENIENT PRIOR POINT 
cp IN PROGRAM. 
LIGHTED .BY CMC LJ ~ PROGRAM ALARM 
OR BY BAD PIPA • RECORD PROGRAM 






TA BLE 6-2 FOR 
IND ICATED 
ALA RM CODE 
S'IMPT<N 
RED 
LIGHltD IN STANDIY 
AND OP£11Alt MODES IY, 
PIIIME POWER FAILURE 
OR SCALER FAILURE 
L➔GHltD FOR S SEC 
IN STANDBY OR OP£RA1t 
MODES BY REP£ATED 
I> D. 9 PPSI ISSUANCE OF, 
COUNTtR FA !LURE 
OR DOUBLE FREQUIHCY 
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ONI.Y IN OP£RA1t 
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FAILIFAIWRE OF 
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ll2llT03,84SECI 
WITHOUT AT LEAST 
ONE+ AND ONE 
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ANT G IMBAL SERVO 
ERROR> 2. 9 MILLI -
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OR MORE, LOSS 
OF 3200 CPS PWR, 
OR IDSS OF GYRO 
WHEEL PWR. 
ICOU FAIL IF, 
FINE ERROR >T,OVRMS, 
COARSE ERROR >" 
2.5°VRMS, READ 
COUNTER LIMIT 
CYCI.E > 160 CPS, 
COSll · ,J<2.0V, 
OR +14V PWR 
SUPFAIWRE 
. 2 l~t~Tc'.f 
•TC · CW 
OR 





·s CHECK 28 VDC 
4 'I POWER SUPPLY 
• CHECK COMPUTER 
• ~;~:MNPDT Mts~;B'S ~s_l~N_o_T_E:___ 1•66-I_.._ 
INPUTS IF POWER CAN BE I,' 
I 
cp 
HAS POWER SUPPLY YES ~~i~~~Eg:/::irM-----------. ~~~~:ER ! 
FAILED? ~ .CHECK (STEP 7) 
NO 
7 I CMC SEL F CHECK 
•V25 NOIE 
1365E NO 
E, E, E, (PROG ALM) 
1365E 
• V21 N27E · I TERMINATE 
oVl5NOIE [ 
IOE 8·1 SEL~ CHECK 
,._•_K_EYccR_EL...c·_ _ _ •V21 N27E 
OE I CHECK 
SELF CHECK DK' 1--IS_C_M_C -LI-GH-T--lyES 10 CAUTION/ WARNING 
_ Jfl 
STILL o;~. • _.. •NO~:~::o:
1
:T: :CK-ACK I ~E 
.STILL ON? ~ 
cp 
• RECORD: 
RI - (ERCOUNT) 
R2 - (SCOUNT) 
R3 - (SCOUNT+l'l 
• V05 N09E 
VER IFY 01102 CODE 
• V05 NOSE 
RECORD: 
RI - (ALMCAD R) 
CONTACT MSFN 
PROBLEM MAY BE 13 
DETERMINED FOR 1------------------CMC 
POST FLIGHT ANAL· FAILURE 
YStS 
f--- =~~~~~tm -½ 
~ oV37E06E fis's 
4
-l~OO#N rsr-1 
ARE FOAi AND RI , R2 
AND R3 STABLE? 








=~= ~ 7 
ATTITUDE AGREE ~=------------------------t,cou 
WITH RI , R2, AND R3? I FAILURE 
YES 
8 ~ciuuN~~~o;HECK 
• DISABLE OAP 
• V43E (LOAD FOAi 
ERROR NEEDLES) 
DO ERROR NEEDLES NO 
DEFLECT TO VALUES 1----------~ 
LOADED? 
YES 
I 9 PIPA CHECK 
l'UFORM 
0
PI PA II Al 
CHECK l~RA. 6.l51 




11 ~~~6~oN/ viARNING 
•NORMAL/ BOOST/ ACK·ACI 1 12 
o---------4 YES 










G) PERFORM FOLLOWING STEPS 
ONLY If MSFN IS NOT AVAIL· 
ABLE TO MONITOR MALfUNC• 
TION . 
0 IMU NOT RJNCTIONAL 
l 
I ~ 
L SYM~ PROCEDURE REMARKS 
cµ CD IMU TEMPERATURE IS OUTSIDE 
~ L2.J. DSKY RSET 
2 SWITCH TO SCS OF DESIGN LIMITS. HAVE MSFN 
3 TEMP t--- 3J MONITOR ISS PARAMETERS TO BP-f&ESi •TC - r;JJ.OR DETERMINE IF IMU IS USABLE. 
NO SC CONT - ill I IMU TEMP 
AMBER TEM P LIGHT OUT? r-- FAILURE 0 TRANSIENT ABNORMAL CONDITION YESC.V 
LIGHTS WHEN ~ IMU TEMPERATURE 
IS OUT OF LIM ITS, CONTINUE 
< 1160R > 134°F NORMAL 
OPERATION 
(D CD GIMBAL LOCK IS IMMINOO, CAN 
~ _!_J 
BE AVO I OED BY MANEUVER ING SC. 
GIMBAL YES 0 GIMBAL LOCK HAS TAKEN PLACE. 4 - i--- IS NO ATT IMU HAS LOCK ·ENTERED LIGHT ON? 
GIMBA~ LOCK IMU MUST BE REALIGNED. 
AMBER 
NOS2 ♦ 
~ LIGHTS WHEN ~•MANEUVE~ 
MGA > 70° SC TO • WAIT FOR NO 
AVOID GIMBAL ATT -OUT 
LOCK, OR • PERFORM 
REALIGN IMU IP52I P51 
• RSET BP - PRESS • RSET BP • PRESS 
Q) CD CMC MAY BE UNRELIABLE. 
l I .RSET PB- 2 I SWITCH 3 I ~~~c:ELF IMU MAY BE USED AS A TO SCS BACKUP ATTITUDE REFIRENCE. 5 RESTART • REQUEST MSFN £!!ill. • TC - CW OR t--- TO MONITOR 0 TRANSIENT ABNORMAL CONDITION RESTART OUT? NO SC CONT - SCS AND EVALUATE AMBER CMC PERFORMANCE 
YE~ • V21 N27E -
KEY IN 
LIGHTED BY ANY • OOOIOE • 
OF FOLLOW ING, 
~ KEY IN RI PARITY FAIL, RUPT LOCK, CONTINUE 
TC TRAP, NORMAL 
NIGHT WATCHMAN OR OPERATION. 
VOLTAGE FAIL 
0 (!) ICDU 's DRIV ING TOO FAST 
I 0 OPTICS UNRELIABLE. SCT 1 j 2 MANUAL OPTICS © MAY BE STILL BE USED 6 TRACKER CONTROL MANUALLY. ISS AND CMC i 
,-------- • RSET PB -
ARE STILL OPERATIVE. PRESS • OPTICS MODE - MAN 3 OPTICS __i_] SHUTOOWN ALTERNATE IMU ALIGNMENT AMBER NO • DRIVE OPTICS WITH PROGRAMS P53 AND P5' TRACKER OUT? r-- HAND CONTROL OPTICS MAY BE USED 










L!J ~ WHEN PROGRAM ALARM IS NO GENERATED, THE CMC DOES 7 PROG i---- IS ALARM CODE •V05N09E- ONE OF FOLLOWING, DISPLAYED 
KEY IN I. CONTINUES WITH PROGRAM. ON DSKY? 
2. DOES A RESTART AT A AMBER 
YES CONVENIENT PRIOR POINT 
cp IN PROGRAM. 
LIGHTED .BY CMC l2J ~ PROGRAM ALARM 
OR BY BAD PIPA • RECORD PROGRAM 






TABLE 6-1 FOR 
INDICATED 
ALARM CODE 
